Editorial

Information Systems Research: A Teleological Approach?

The request to write this editorial came at a very opportune time, coinciding as it did with an intense examination of the development of the field of information systems and an analysis of the progress of IS research. I have therefore used this opportunity to focus my thoughts and outline some of my conclusions. By doing so I don't pretend to answer any questions, merely perhaps to stimulate thought amongst those SACJ readers involved in IS research.

The last fifteen years has seen a tremendous growth in the study of information systems. During this period a number of journals devoted to IS research appeared such as MIS Quarterly, The Journal of MIS, Information and Management and Data Base. There are now many research-based activities: the International Conference on Information Systems; the annual IS doctoral dissertation colloquium; and various awards for IS research contributions. Hundreds of universities worldwide have formed information systems departments with (reasonably) standard curricula.

Yet with all this, what has really been achieved from a research viewpoint? Are we any closer to understanding the true nature of information systems? Is there a general unified theory of information systems? Is there even an accepted, unique body of IS knowledge? The answer to all of these must surely be no.

We have, I believe, achieved precious little. Yes, we do understand something of IS development approaches. We understand a little more now than we used to about how users interact with systems. But to get back to the first question, do we really understand what information systems are and how they work? No. Which begs the question: Why not?

There are, again I believe, a number of reasons, but the foremost must be that the majority of people in the IS research community either reside in the business schools of the USA or are drawn from other disciplines. These people, it would appear, are researching for research's sake; to publish in order to secure tenure or develop a research track record, not to further the body of knowledge of the subject. There seems an almost frantic zeal to generate and test hypotheses, trying to adopt and pursue what is seen to be a "scientific approach". But there is very little focus - there can't be, or the answers to my questions earlier would be yes rather than no!

Let me hasten to add that there is nothing unique about these IS researchers. "Publish or perish" is still very much alive and well! But also they are really not all that different from other social scientists. As Nagel [3] observed:

"... in no area of social enquiry has a body of general laws been established, comparable with outstanding theories in the natural sciences in scope of explanatory power or in capacity to yield precise and reliable predictions ..."

Why should this be the case? Is it because the great intellects gravitate to the natural sciences and the social sciences pick up the second best who are incapable of generating these general laws? I hope not! The answer may well be that we have become locked into a particular research approach which is inappropriate to developing a body of social science, and more particularly, IS knowledge. Maybe we should be learning from our own source discipline (systems theory) and be developing a real research approach which complements our field of study.

To explore this further let me go back to the roots of information systems. What is an information system? Do we really have an accepted definition? Probably the most widely referenced is that provided by Davis and Olson [2]:

"an integrated, user-machine system for providing information to support operations, management and decision-making functions in an organization. The system utilizes computer hardware and software; manual procedures; models for analysis, planning, control and decision making; and a database".

Note how this emphasizes the man-machine interrelationship and underscores computers as a core component when they are not even necessarily a part of the information system. The worst aspect is that it does little to describe what a system is, and this may well be one of the causes of our research dilemma. Again, if we draw on systems theory then a more appropriate definition might well be: "a hierarchical set of procedures utilizing information to monitor and control organizational performance". Note that this definition fits with general systems theory that all systems have four basic foundations: cybernetics, hierarchy, control and information [1].
An additional aspect not apparently recognised by IS researchers is that the information system, just like any other system, biological or otherwise, suffers from the problem first identified by our own Jan Christiaan Smuts [4]: that of holism. Simply put, this says that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. This means that information systems, unlike science, cannot be reduced to simple isolated fields of enquiry and then analyzed or tested using hypotheses and laboratory experiments from which elaborate generalizations may be inferred. They have levels of complexity with new factors emerging at each level. The problem with most of the current research is that it starts out with a reductionist approach and then focuses on the highest (or lowest) level. Thus the majority of the topics have as their target the interaction between user and computer or the management or application of technology. There is very little research that is taking place at fundamental level, that of developing a general theory of information systems. This is the teleological approach, searching for the natural laws and developing the theory based on deduction and logical development. Until we can advance that area of knowledge and, from a basis of these fundamental laws, develop a hierarchy of hypotheses that can then be tested, we will have little focus to our IS research. It will remain a fragmented, uncohesive smattering of the work of individuals who are merely grasping at tenure. There are few people who would today argue against the inclusion of information systems as a field of study at a university or as a fruitful research area. But until such time as we focus on the foundation theory, it will remain unstructured and immature.
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1 Introduction

The success of UNIX\(^1\) twenty years after its initial conception is proof that it was not just a good idea at the time. In fact, UNIX is becoming widely recognised as an industry standard for operating systems.

The transputer, unlike UNIX is a relatively new innovation\(^2\). The transputer is a concurrent processing machine based on mathematical principles\(^2\) and is increasingly being used to solve a wide range of problems of a parallel nature.

Some interest has been shown in combining these two aspects of computing\(^3\). This paper examines the issues involved in implementing UNIX on transputers. Due to the parallel nature of the transputer and the ease with which multiple processors are connected to form a network, it is natural to think in terms of a distributed UNIX system on transputers. In fact, it will become evident that certain problems involved in implementing UNIX on transputers can only be solved, at least at this point in time, by using more than one transputer. Nevertheless, the main focus of this paper is on the general problem of the (in)compatibility of UNIX and transputers and not so much the problem of creating a distributed UNIX.

The problems and solutions discussed in this paper are based on work done as part of a project undertaken by the Laboratory for Advanced Computing in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Cape Town. The project involved the creation of a distributed version of UNIX (based on Tanenbaum's MINIX\(^4\)) on a network of transputers. The prototype system, known as DISTRIX, is illustrated in figure 1. The satellite model\(^5\) is used to distribute user processes across a network of transputers, while system processes execute on two central processors. More detail about the DISTRIX project and the method used to create a distributed UNIX can be found in [9].

The next section presents a brief description of the transputer processor. Section 3 discusses the general issues involved in getting UNIX to run on one or more transputers. Section 4 describes some particular problems encountered in the implementation of UNIX system calls on the transputer and possible solutions to these problems.

2 The INMOS Transputer

The transputer is a fast\(^3\) micro-processor produced by INMOS to meet today's demands for highly parallel processing. It was designed essentially as a 'stand-alone' processor requiring no support chips to function correctly and effectively\(^1\).

The transputer has a micro-coded scheduler which controls the running of an arbitrary number of concurrent processes. Machine code level instructions are provided to enable the creation and termination of processes. Processes are typically given a 1 millisecond timeslice and context switches require only 1 microsecond. This is considerably faster than typical micro-processors currently running UNIX.

Information passing between and synchronisation of processes is done by means of a simple form of message passing implemented in the transputer microcode. The concept of a message (consisting of a length and a string of bytes) and a channel along which a message is passed from one process to another is supported by the transputer hardware.

A transputer communicates with the outside world via four hardware links, each of which can transfer data at a rate of 20 Mbits per second. Conceptually there is no difference between communication across a hardware link and internal message passing along a channel; the machine code instruction is the same.
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\(^1\) UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
\(^2\) Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) by Hoare [6].

\(^3\) The transputer is rated at 10 Mips by INMOS.
In this way networks of transputers can be built by connecting the hardware links as required.

The transputer does not have a bus as do conventional micro-processors, but link adapters are available to connect the transputer to the popular busses, thus giving the transputer access to other peripherals. In addition to this, more and more peripherals are being produced which connect directly to the transputer link, allowing faster and more efficient access.

The transputer is a true 32 bit machine. It has an instruction pointer, a workspace pointer, an operand register and three general purpose registers, A, B and C, which operate as a 3 word stack. This stack is used to hold the arguments and result of an instruction and to pass parameters and return values of a function call. Besides absolute addressing, memory can be addressed relative to the workspace pointer. This makes the workspace pointer the most natural choice for the stack pointer in a C program which enables easy access to local variables and parameters.

The workspace pointer is also of special use to the transputer scheduler. The process queues of ready-to-run processes are maintained as linked lists of workspace pointers. The scheduler has registers which point to the front and back of these queues, thus enabling it to add a process to a queue as the process becomes ready to run and to determine the next process to be run.

3 Hardware Support for Operating System Functions

Let it be said at the outset that the transputer was not designed with an operating system like UNIX in mind. In fact, it may be argued that the transputer was not designed to run an operating system at all. Nevertheless, the question may be asked: how suitable is the transputer for running UNIX? In the following sections some general issues in this regard are discussed.

Memory Protection

Since UNIX is a multi-user operating system, users should be able to rely on the operating system for protection from the other users of the system. This includes both protection of data in secondary storage and that of executing programs in main memory. The problem of protection of data in secondary storage is discussed in the following section. With regard to protection of user data in main memory, some of the work can be done by the operating system software, but to ensure complete safety, some hardware support is needed.

The transputer provides no such support for an operating system. In fact, the transputer has one address space (as opposed to multiple virtual address spaces supported by most processors running UNIX). This permits any process to read or write any part of memory. As a result, malicious users cannot be prevented from disrupting the execution of other processes in the system. Perhaps even worse, a program that is under development (or incorrect for some other reason) can quite easily and unintentionally bring the
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4Of course, only 3 parameters can be passed in this manner and the rest must be placed on a stack maintained by the program in memory.

5C is the system programming language of UNIX.
entire system and all its processes to a standstill.

While it is not possible to protect every process from all others, it is possible to protect a group of processes from other groups by executing each group on a different processor. In this case the fact that each transputer has its own memory serves as protection. In the UNIX environment one might, for example, partition processes according to ownership: all processes created by/for a particular user execute on one processor (one of the satellites in figure 1).

This does not solve the more severe problem of protecting the operating system. Every processor, no matter how small its function, must contain some kernel code to control its operation and integrate it into the rest of the system. This code is imminently vulnerable, and corruption would cause that processor to become useless and possibly disrupt other parts of the system. Corrupted processors must be detected and a method found to terminate former activity on that processor gracefully. The processor should then be rebooted without affecting the running of the system as a whole. An example of such a recovery system may be found in Amoeba [8]. Amoeba provides a boot service which performs the recovery function. Any server in the system may register with the boot server. The boot server periodically polls registered servers and if there is no reply within a specific time the boot server assumes the server has failed and initiates the activation of a new server.

Peripheral Protection
On the transputer all I/O is done via the links. Since the links are easily accessible to all processes, all processes can directly access the peripherals connected to those links. On the transputer there are no privileged instructions or execution levels which allows restricted access to peripherals by the operating system.

If it is known how the data is stored and how to activate a particular peripheral, there is nothing to prevent a user from, for example, accessing any part of the file system. The only way to prevent this is to connect peripherals only to 'privileged' transputers which do not run user programs. To ensure complete safety, links to such transputers (from other less privileged parts of the system) must be carefully monitored.

Virtual Memory
UNIX usually relies on hardware to be able to give each process in the system an unlimited address space in the form of virtual memory. Only part of the program's address space will occupy physical memory at any given time, while the rest resides on disk and is swapped in when required.

To support this, the hardware must provide an address translation mechanism and inform the operating system when a page fault occurs. The process concerned is then suspended while the operating system fetches the page from disk.

The transputer has no virtual memory capabilities. Instead all processes must be located somewhere in the physical address space at all times. In addition, very real limits are placed on the size of the code, stack and data segments of a program. Though off-chip solutions to these problems are being sought ([2]), they will never be solved adequately for a multi-process system due to the fact that transputer instructions are not restartable. If instructions were restartable, a process that causes a page fault could be descheduled and another process run while the page is fetched. However, since instructions are not restartable, the instruction that caused the fault must be stalled by the page that is being fetched by another processor. Since the transputer is not able to deschedule a process in the middle of executing an instruction, no other ready-to-run processes can become active on the same processor as the stalled process. Therefore, a page fault on a processor causes all processes to be suspended while the page fetch is done.

Until INMOS adds some virtual memory support hardware to the transputer, UNIX users will have to be content with solving their memory requirement problems by the addition of physical memory. The transputer has a 4 gigabyte physical address space which should be adequate for applications in the foreseeable future.

Interrupts
The transputer does not support interrupts as do conventional processors. Nevertheless, the transputer is very competent at real-time processing because, instead of an interrupt handling routine which is activated on the occurrence of an event, a dedicated process can be provided to wait for the occurrence of the event. Waiting is always done on a channel, so all events in the transputer are simulated by a channel input.

The solution of having dedicated event handling processes is not acceptable for UNIX environments, since this changes the interrupt model for application programs. Therefore some method of implementing interrupts must be found in order to run UNIX on the transputer. One possible solution is discussed in Section 4.

Process Scheduling
The transputer incorporates machine level instructions for the creation and termination of processes. Queues of ready-to-run processes are maintained by a micro-coded scheduler. The scheduler runs processes at one of two priority levels. Each priority level has its own process queue. Processes on the queues are scheduled on a round-robin basis. A high priority

*A stalled instruction is one that has been halted at some point in the execution of that instruction's micro-code. This can be achieved using off-chip hardware.
The first problem is to identify and isolate the process that is being signaled. Processes in UNIX are uniquely identified by their process identifiers whereas transputer processes are uniquely identified by their workspace pointer and priority level.

The workspace pointer is usually used by a program as a stack pointer and therefore the workspace pointer can take on a range of values. However, the operating system can derive the range of values from the process identifier provided by the KILL system call since a table of processes is maintained by the kernel containing, amongst other information, a memory map of each process in the system.

Armed with this range of values and knowing that the process is low priority, the kernel must then search for the particular workspace pointer of the process. This can be found in one of three places depending on the state of the particular process.

1. If the process is descheduled but ready to run, it will be found on the transputer low priority queue.
2. If the process is doing I/O, the workspace pointer will be found at a memory location associated with the channel.
3. If the process was running when the kernel began executing, it will be found stored as the interrupted low priority process at a fixed place in memory, ready to resume execution as soon as no high priority processes are ready to run.

Unfortunately, if the workspace pointer is found in place 3, the process is not suitable for signaling as it is possible that the process is in the middle of a complex instruction such as a block move. So in this case, the process must be allowed to continue executing until its workspace pointer is found in either place 1 or 2. If the process to be signaled is compute bound and the only low priority process ready to run, a dummy transputer process must be introduced to force the process to be descheduled and placed on the process queue. Fortunately this is simple to do on the transputer.

Once the kernel has the workspace pointer, this value can be used to reference memory where the current instruction pointer of the process can be found (stored by the transputer scheduler). The value of the instruction pointer can then be changed to the appropriate interrupt handling routine.

The workspace pointer must also be altered to reflect a procedure call. This can be done either by the kernel or by the process itself just before it executes the interrupt handler. The latter option is preferable from an implementation point of view as the former may require altering the transputer process queue. However, a danger with this solution is that if signals arrive in quick succession (i.e. a subsequent software interrupt occurs before the stack pointer is adjusted) previous interrupts will be lost.

The KILL System Call

The KILL system call causes what is known as a software interrupt to occur in a selected process. As mentioned before, the transputer does not support the concept of an interrupt so some rather inelegant fiddling has to be done in order to implement this system call on the transputer.

4 Particular Problems in Supporting UNIX System Calls

Implementing UNIX, to a large extent, reduces to implementing the system calls. A number of UNIX system calls give particular problems on the transputer due to the transputer's unusual architecture. In the following sections these problems are described and possible solutions examined. Only version 7 system calls [3] have been considered.

The KILL System Call

The KILL system call causes what is known as a software interrupt to occur in a selected process. As mentioned before, the transputer does not support the concept of an interrupt so some rather inelegant fiddling has to be done in order to implement this system call on the transputer.
The FORK System Call

By far the greatest problem is presented by the FORK system call. The problem with FORK stems from the fact that the transputer memory is organised into one linear address space whereas some form of segmentation is required.

When a process executes the FORK system call the kernel makes an identical copy of the process (known as the child) and causes it to begin execution as a new process, with its own code and data areas, at the point of exit from the FORK call. The only difference between the execution of the 'parent' and the child is that the FORK call returns a different value to each of them.

When the FORK is executed on the transputer, the child process begins with every absolute address stored by the program (naturally) identical to that of the parent. Since the transputer has only one address space, these values all refer to data and code belonging to the parent—an unacceptable situation.

To solve this problem it helps to examine the solution used in conventional UNIX systems. Almost every one of these systems uses a hardware supported solution in which every address used by a program is not absolute, but is offset by a base or segment register. The segment registers are then changed when the processor switches context, thus ensuring that all addresses refer to the memory of the process being run.

In brief, the solution is to add another level of indirection to every absolute memory reference. On the transputer this has to be done by software and should be done as efficiently as possible.

One method is to designate some position in a program (e.g. the start of the code section) as the base. Before an address is stored (be it a pointer or a procedure return address) the value of the base is subtracted. Just before the address is used (to access memory or return from a procedure) the base is added. Program-counter relative addressing, in the form of the transputer's load pointer to instruction instruction, is used to find the base value at runtime.

Another method is to designate an available register as the base pointer. The operating system then ensures that this register is set before a process begins its time quantum. The value in this register is either subtracted or added to every address depending on whether it is being stored or used to access memory. Although the second method suggested is more efficient, it is impossible on the transputer as the only available register is the workspace pointer and memory can only be referenced at constant offsets from the workspace pointer.

The additional code to add and subtract the base value must be placed in the program by the compiler. It cannot be done by an assembler because it is a matter of semantics as to whether a value is an address or not. As a result, programmers working in assembler will have to be made aware of the potential problems and the solutions if they want their program to perform the FORK system call correctly.

The NICE System Call

It is not surprising that the NICE system call, which adjusts the execution priority of a process, has little or no meaning in a system that has only one priority level for all the user processes.

On the other hand, in a complex system of a number of transputers it may be possible to give some meaning to the priority of processes by the number of processes that may run concurrently with a particular process on the same processor. For example, a top priority process may require exclusive use of a processor while a low priority process may share a processor with any number of other processes.

The PTRACE System Call

This system call enables a parent process to control the execution of a child process and to examine and change the child’s core image. Its primary use is the implementation of breakpoint debugging which unfortunately cannot be done well on a transputer. In fact, as will be seen, the only way to implement single stepping is by emulating instructions.

There are two aspects of the PTRACE system call that cause problems on the transputer. Firstly, a process that is being traced must be suspended indefinitely on receipt of a signal. In order to do this the same procedure as for a signal must be followed to the point where the workspace pointer is found in either place 1 or 2 as described in Section 4. The process must then either be removed from the transputer's internal scheduling queue or, if it is waiting on input, the reply message to the process must be stored.

The second problem is to suspend the process as soon as possible after the execution of at least one instruction. There are two main difficulties involved with this:

1. How is it determined that a process has executed an instruction?
2. How soon after that instruction can the process be suspended again?

These problems arise from the fact that the processes are scheduled and descheduled by a micro-coded scheduler and there is no way of circumventing this. Therefore, to determine that a process has executed an instruction (question 1) is a complex task involving a combination of monitoring the process queue and the process currently under execution. Although a preempting high priority process can determine which low priority process is currently running, there is, unfortunately, no guarantee that a particular process will
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be 'caught' during its execution. The smaller the intervals between preemptions the greater the chance, but doing this greatly increases the overhead on the transputer as a whole.

In answer to question 2, a process can only be suspended again after the micro-code scheduler itself has descheduled the process. In the worst case the process may have executed about 10000 instructions by the time it is descheduled.

Probably a far better solution would be to use a simulator that interprets transputer machine code. When the child process issues the system call to indicate it is ready to be traced by its parent, the operating system stops the process and starts an interpreter.

Except for speed it should not be possible to tell the difference between a program that is interpreted and one that is not. In addition, the operating system would have full control over the execution of the program and be able to execute instructions one at a time.

5 Conclusion

As mentioned in the introduction, many of the solutions suggested in this paper have been used in an implementation of UNIX on transputers called DISTRIX. Although DISTRIX is a minimal implementation of UNIX (only version 7 system calls are implemented), it is unique in that the functionality of UNIX has not been compromised. Most operating systems for the transputer, for example HELIOS [5], Trollius [4] and Meikos by Parsys, incorporate a strong level of UNIX compatibility [12]. However, they fall short of 'true' UNIX for various reasons. The most common failure is the lack of a conventional FORK system call. They also tend to avoid some of the other problems outlined in section 3. In pointing out these problem areas this paper has shown why the general tendency is to avoid implementing pure UNIX.

This paper has also indicated how the problems may be overcome and the implementation of DISTRIX has proved that UNIX can run on the transputer. However, it is necessary to introduce some inefficiencies. For example, it was found that the extra code added by the compiler to implement the FORK system call, caused programs to be approximately 40% bigger and execute about 30% slower. The overhead is not prohibitive and does not negate the original advantage of the transputer, namely its speed. Some of this overhead may also be reduced by changing the compiler more extensively.

Certain problems such as virtual memory support and kernel protection cannot be solved adequately, although many problems are solved by allocating one processor to each user.

These disadvantages must be seen as a trade-off against high power for low cost. The intended purpose of the system will further influence the trade-off. If, for example, the system is intended mainly for software development, the lack of adequate protection could be a serious deficiency. If the system is to be used for applications such as the correlation of statistical data, the lack of virtual memory may be prohibitive. However, should the system be used mainly for running well-debugged application software without excessive memory requirements, the above mentioned problems may be of little significance.

Nevertheless, the transputer has potential as a basis for large distributed operating system due to its high speed and ease with which a distributed environment is created. The implementation of the DISTRIX operating system has shown that UNIX can run on a network of transputers. Although there were difficulties, the work has been successful and if INMOS add more hardware support for operating systems to the transputer, DISTRIX can be updated to take advantage of the new features.
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